
Literary Terms 

 Theme: the central message(s); the moral; 

the life lesson; the big idea 

 Narrator: the voice telling the story 

 Dialogue: discussion between or among 

characters, set apart by quotation marks 

and attributives.  

 Conflict: problem; clash  

 Verbal Irony: words are opposite of 

meaning 

 Dramatic Irony: audience knows 

something character doesn’t 

 Setting: place, time, weather 

 Flashback: a return to a previous time 

during the story 

 Plot: the intentional staging of the 

events in the story that lead to a climax 

and resolution 

 Falling action: the story begins to wind 

down; the unveiling 

 Irony: there is an opposite outcome to 

your expectation 

 Mood: the feeling of the story  

 Point of View: perspective of a 

character/story 

 Denouement: the untying of the knots 

(problems) in the story.  

 Direct Character: Directly described 

(painted with words) by the author.  

 3rd Person LTD POV: narrator is not 

involved in the story, but does know all 

about 1 character 

 3rd Person OMN POV narrator is not 

involved in the story and knows all about 

everybody 

 Indirect character: You must infer 

about their character based on their 

words & actions. 

 Situational Irony: the opposite 

outcome of events in a story 

 Climax: the emotional peak of the story; 

the point of no return 

 Exposition: the background 

information; usually found in the 

beginning of the story, but not necessarily 

 Internal Conflict: Man vs self 

 Flat Character: has little development; 

built on stereotypes.  

 Round Character: author takes the 

time to develop with 

thoughts/actions/descriptions/feelings/d

ialogue 

 Foreshadowing: a clue as to what is to 

come 

 Resolution 

 External Conflict: man vs. man, man 

vs. nature man vs. world 

 1st Person POV: I tell the story that I am 

also in 

 Imagery: concrete words that appeal to 

your 5 senses 

 Dynamic Character: one that changes 

over the course of the story 

 Static character: one that shows no 

changes 

 

 

 


